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SYSTEM



REAL TIME
SURVEILLANCE 
FOR REAL WORLD  
SITUATIONS
Qognify’s Ocularis is a powerful video management software for enterprise and corporate physical 

security projects. With an emphasis on tactical, real-time operations and live visualization this reliable  

and flexible system does not miss a single detail – designed to enhance your security while simplifying 

your daily workload.

Business owners as well as decision makers and professionals in IT and Physical Security rely on Ocularis 

to recognize critical events early and assess situations fast. With three license packages designed to 

match the individual requirements of your organization, Ocularis provides the right level of security 

regardless of the scale of operation. As an open platform solution, it seamlessly fits in your Physical 

Security ecosystem helping change the course of events in real time and getting you closer to prevention

       Intiuitive UI
Critical events require real-time 
information. Ocularis’ intuitive UI 
for self-evident operation enables 
operators to assess a situation 
in seconds. Advanced image 
visualization capabilities make sure 
no event details are missed. 

       Flexible Access
Continuous and flexible access 
to the video system is imperative 
for tactical use and real-time 
operations. Ocularis provides a 
feature-rich native client as well 
as powerful mobile and web 
applications for remote access 

       Lower TCO
Ocularis significantly reduces the 
total costs of ownership of your 
video system as it utilizes the 
hardware in a very efficient way and 
prevents you from overspending on 
VMS licenses thanks to our mix-
and-match approach.



OCULARIS

Ocularis leverages a sector-specific approach to holistic security 

with a very intuitive user interface, highly flexible access options 

and a versatile mix-and-match license model enabling and efficient 

and effective deployment of video security. It focuses on the unique 

requirements of K-12, Healthcare, Public Safety and governmental 

projects, thus maximizing the outcomes for your physical security 

strategy across a wide spectrum of integrated cameras, sensors  

and systems.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM

Designed for prevention as well 

as fast response in real-time, 

Ocularis addresses the security 

challenges of modern campuses 

including the safeguarding 

of students, responding on 

incidents in real time, preventing 

vandalism, keeping an eye on 

what’s happening on campus 

anytime and anywhere and 

the ability to clarify incidents 

of theft or violence using 

enhanced research and analytics 

functionalities.

K-12



From single clinics to multi-

building complexes, Ocularis 

ensures the safety of places 

and the people in them with 

surveillance solutions that add 

a smart layer of protection. 

Whether its physical security 

or smart motion detection and 

advanced analytics, Ocularis 

puts you in control.

HEALTHCARE

PUBLIC SAFETY

Intelligent and extremely user 

friendly, the Ocularis solution 

will transform the management 

of public and personal safety 

tasks with an all-encompassing 

view that provides security 

personnel with the relevant 

information they need, on-the-

go, to respond to any situation 

quickly and effectively.



PRODUCT 
PACKAGES
Ultimate video management for large  
and demanding environments.

Ocularis Ultimate provides centralized management of users, cameras 

and servers and features recording server failover, redundant 

management servers, multicast to client capability, edge recording 

support to protect against network outages, video aging for storage 

optimization and Ocularis VideoWall which allows for collaborative 

control of video walls at multiple command and control centers. 

Ocularis Ultimate can also incorporate camera streams from other 

Ocularis installations with the optional OpenSite add-on for centralized 

monitoring of multiple systems. .

Surveillance video management centrally  
manages mid-to-large-scale installations.
Ocularis Enterprise provides centralized management of users, cameras 

and servers and features recording server failover and redundant 

management servers. Ocularis Enterprise’s capabilities can be extended 

with the optional Ocularis VideoWall which allows for collaborative 

control of video walls at multiple command and control centers.

Scalable video management for small to  
medium single- and muti-site applications.

Ocularis Professional is the powerful video management system that’s 

hassle free in its implementation and easy-to-use in operation. The 

Ocularis Professional mode is designed for organizations operating 

at single or multiple locations with no size limitations. It supports 

live monitoring and playback with multiple investigation tools, smart 

motion detection and advanced analytics, Ocularis puts you in control.



www.qognify.com

QOGNIFY. 
SAFEGUARDING YOUR WORLD.

Qognify maximizes the outcomes of security and business 

strategies with its innovative portfolio of video and enterprise 

incident management software platforms. As a trusted advisor, 

Qognify serves thousands of customers who place a premium 

on physical security, safety and operations. Our solutions serve 

a variety of industries all around the world, work to mitigate risks, 

increase security and optimize workflows. Headquartered in 

Pearl River, New York, Qognify operates major development hubs 

in Germany, Israel and the United States, with sales and support

offices around the globe.

© All rights reserved to Qognify Limited and its affiliates (“Qognify”). For the full list of Qognify’s trademarks, 
please visit www.qognify.com/trademarks. All other marks used are the property of their respective proprietor.
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